We use the concept of pointed pseudo-triangulations to establish new upper and lower bounds on a well known problem from the area of art galleries: What is the worst case optimal number of vertex ~r-guards that collectively monitor a simple polygon with n vertices? Our results are as follows:
Introduction
Pseudo-triangulations, also called geodesic triangulations, have received considerable attention in the last few years. They were originally introduced in the context of visibility complexes [10, 11] and ray shooting [3, 8] . But only their recent applications to robot arm motion planning [16] and kinetic collision detection [1, 9] as well as the identification of pointed pseudotriangulations by Streinu [16] initiated growing interest in their intriguing combinatorial and geometric properties (see also [12] ).
Art Galleries and illumination problems represent an old and popular field of computational geometry intimately related to planar subdivisions. A typical art gallery theorem provides combinatorial bounds on the number of guards needed to visually cover a space [14, 20] . Usually, a partition of the space into convex regions, each of which is visible by one guard, allows to use a -----~arch supported by the Berlin-Zfirich European Graduate Program "Combinatorics, Geometry, and Computation", financed by the German Science Foundation (DFG) and ETH Ziirich.
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In contrast, our allocation of guards is based on a decomposition of a simple polygon into pseudo-triangles -planar polygons with exactly three convex vertices. Given the inherently reflex nature of pseudo-triangles it seems somewhat surprising that they effectively support the placement of guards. In fact, our results confirm observations made by previous applications: Pseudotriangulations provide sparse tessellations of space that uniquely capture its geometric properties. We regard it as the main contribution of this paper to establish pseudo-triangulations as an efficient technique for attacking not only geometric but also combinatorial problems.
Art galleries. The first theorem on Art Galleries is due to ChvAtal [4] who showed that any simple polygon with n vertices can be monitored by [n/3J point guards; this bound is tight. The famous proof of ChvAtal's theorem by Fisk [7] places point guards at vertices of the polygon (i.e., uses vertex guards). Recently it has been shown in [17] , that [n/3J guards are always sufficient, even if the range of vision of each point guard is restricted to 7r (such guards are called point ~ '-guards) . Point ~r-guards may be placed at any point in the polygon, even allowing two It-guards to be placed at the same point. Urrutia [5] asked the following question (which was restated in [14] , [20] , and [13] ): What is the minimal number of vertex m-guards that can collectively monitor any simple polygon P with n vertices? A vertex ~r-guard is given by a pair (v, H v) where v is a vertex of P and H v is a closed half-plane such that v is on the boundary of H v. There may be at most one ~r-guard at each vertex of P. A ~-guard (v, H v) monitors a E P if and only if the closed line segment va is in P A H ".
The notion of vertex a-guard can be defined for any angle 0 < c~ < 2Ir as a cone of aperture at most ~ with apex at a vertex of polygon P. Under the condition that there may be at most one vertex guard at each vertex, it is known [5] that for any angle a < ~, there exists a constant Na such that for any n, n > Na, there is a convex polygon Pn, a with n vertices such that n a-guards cannot monitor P~, ~.
A 7f-guard at a reflex vertex cannot monitor the complete angular domain bounded by the two incident edges. Restrictions on the orientation of the halfplane H", where v is a reflex vertex, lead to three variants of the problem. We may require that at every reflex vertex v, the possible guard (v, H v) be
• inward-facing: the two sides of P incident to v are disjoint from the interior of HV;
• edge-aligned: inward-facing and the boundary of H v is collinear with one of the edges incident to v;
• general: no restriction on the orientation of H ". Previous work and results. Urrutia [21] found a family of polygons that require [5(n -1)/8J inwardfacing or edge-aligned vertex ~r-guards, but showed only the sufficiency of n -2 vertex ~'-guards [5] . In the restricted models of inward-facing or edge-aligned ~--guards, this is still the best previously known upper bound [14] . For general ~'-guards the upper bound was improved to [(3n -5)/4J using a so-called dense decomposition of the simple polygon [18] ; later Brumberg et al. [2] claimed a simple proof for an upper bound of [5n/6J. The best known lower bound, [(n -1)/2J, for the general case follows from a family of polygons called monotone mountains [15] (polygons with two chains of reflex vertices).
In this paper, we improve the upper bounds for all three models as well as the lower bound in the edgealigned case. In particular we present the following results: First, [n/2J vertex n--guards can always monitor a simple polygon with n vertices in the general modelthis bound is tight for n odd, and tight up to an additive constant of one for n even. Second, [(2n -k)/3J edgealigned vertex ~--guards can always monitor a simple polygon with n vertices, k of which are convex. This translates to an upper bound of [2n/3J -1 in terms of n and is the first non-trivial upper bound for the edgealigned case.
Note that the bound including k is actually stronger than the bound solely based on n if k > 3. In fact, it is tight for the family of polygons of Urrutia where the number of vertices is n = 8k -15. This suggest that k is a natural parameter of the problem. Generalizing the ideas of Santos and Urrutia and using the concept of pseudo-triangles we were able to generate a new family of polygons that requires 9n/14 -O(1) inward-facing vertex 7~-guards, where 9/14 ~ 0.643 (the details of this construction can be found in the full paper). Our construction has n = 14k -27 vertices and it requires 9k-18 inward-facing vertex ~r-guards which implies that our upper bound including k is tight for this family as well. In terms of n, our construction improves upon all previously known lower bounds.
Proof techniques. As we pointed out before, our allocation of guards is based on a pseudo-triangulation of the simple polygon P. A pseudo-triangulation decomposes P along non-crossing diagonals into pseudotriangles. It is easy to see (cf. Subsection 3.1) that a pseudo-triangle with e vertices can always be monitored with at most [(2g-3)/3J vertex 7r-guards. Note though, that this does not immediately imply that an upper bound of 2n/3 + O(1) for the total number of guards required by P: Adjacent pseudo-triangles of the decomposition share two vertices and optimal guard allocations in two pseudo-triangles sharing a vertex v can prescribe contradicting orientations for a ~r-guard at v. As we will see in Subsection 3.1, this kind of conflict can be resolved by using a pointed pseudo-triangulation, where every vertex is either a convex vertex of P or a reflex vertex of one of its adjacent pseudo-triangles.
Our proofs are constructive and we can find a guard allocation within our bounds in linear time if we are given the pseudo-triangulation of the simple polygon which can be constructed in O(n log n) time [3] .
Organization.
The next section presents some basic definitions and notation concerning pseudotriangulations of simple polygons. In Section 3 we prove our upper bound on the number of edge-aligned vertex guards, followed by the proof of the bound on the number of general vertex guards in Section 4. pseudo-triangles such that P = U D and vertices of pseudo-triangles are vertices of P. Since triangles are also pseudo-triangles, any triangulation of a simple polygon is also a pseudo-triangulation.
In this paper we consider exclusively a special kind of pseudo-triangulations, namely pointed pseudo-triangulations. A pointed pseudo-triangulation is a pseudotriangulation with the minimum number of pseudotriangle faces, which is always the number of convex vertices of P minus two. Equivalently, pointed pseudotriangulations have the property, that everry vertex of the polygon P is either convex in P or reflex in a pseudotriangle T E D. This property is also called pointedness.
For the remainder of the paper we will use the term pseudo-triangulation to refer to a pointed pseudo-triangulation. Every simple polygon has at least one pseudotriangulation, but this pseudo-triangulation is not necessarily unique. One possible method to obtain a pseudo-triangulation of a simple polygon is to add noncrossing diagonals as long as they do not violate the pointedness property. Another approach is to dissect P along non-crossing geodesic paths connecting convex vertices [19, 3] . Pseudo-triangulations are also referred to as geodesic triangulations, since every pseudo-triangulation can be obtained in this way. A pseudo-triangle in a pseudo-triangulation is uniquely determined by its three corners; hence we use the notation abc for a pseudotriangle with corners a, b, and c. For a corner v, we consider only two possibilities: either (v, H v) completely covers the angular domain, or it does not cover it all, i.e., we ignore partial coverage.
Edge-aligned ~'-guards
To prove our upper bound on the number of edgealigned ~r-vertex guards we first show how to guard a single pseudo-triangle with [(2n-3)/3J vertex 7r-guards and then generalize this approach to a pseudotriangulation of a simple polygon.
3.1
Guarding a pseudo-triangle the complete pseudo-triangle. For the three corners, this gives three possible guard allocations jointly using a total of 3 + 2(g-3) = 2g -3 guards. This implies that at least one guard allocation uses at most [(2g -3)/3] guards (see Fig. 3 Proof. Consider the two guard allocations which put one 7r-guard at corner b (resp., c) and outward-facing 7r-guards at vertices along the adjacent chain ba (resp., ~). Both monitor T and jointly use a total of g -1 guards (see Fig. 3 (right) Proof. Following, and generalizing the idea of Proposition 3.1, we describe three different guard allocations for P that jointly use a total of 2n -k edge-aligned vertex 7r-guards. We define these allocations with respect to an arbitrary but fixed pseudo-triangulation Dxy. In all three guard allocations and for each pseudo-triangle T E Dzy, there will be vertex 7r-guards at one corner of T and along the two chains adjacent to that corner such that these guards collectively monitor T. The three guard allocation schemes will jointly use all three corners (and thus different pairs of chains) for each T E Dxy. Consider the pseudo-triangle T1 at the root of G(D)xu. We can guard Ta in three different ways by choosing any one of its three corners and placing guards at that corner (the guarded corner gc(T1) of Tx) and along its two adjacent chains (see Fig. 3 ). Every choice of guard allocation for T1 induces a direction on its chains: The sides on the chains adjacent to gc(T1) are directed away from gc(T1), the sides on the remaining chain have no direction.
Note that we do indeed distinguish between three directions for each side -the two standard directions and no direction. Fixing the directions for one chain of a pseudo-triangle uniquely determines the directions for the remaining ones. Each side of the pseudo-triangulation can only have one direction, i.e., a pseudo-triangle inherits its directions from its parent via their joined side. Therefore, choosing a guarded vertex gc(T1) in T1 not only induces a unique direction on the sides of T1, but actually determines the direction of all sides of D~ u (see Fig. 4 ). Since each pseudo-triangle T now has exactly one corner with two outgoing edges, we define this corner to be the guarded corner gc(T). Note that for each corner v of every T E D~ u there is a choice of the guarded corner of T1, such that the resulting orientation of Dxy implies that v is the guarded corner of T.
After choosing gc(T1) and propagating the directions along G(D)xy we place vertex 7r-guards along the directed edges of D~ u. More specifically, in each T E Dxy we place a vertex 7r-guard at the corner gc(T) and outward-facing 7r-guards along the two directed chains adjacent to gc(T) (see Fig. 5 ). By Property 3.1, these guards collectively monitor T. Note that it is always sufficient to place at most one 7r-guard at each vertex since every vertex is a reflex verrtex of at most one pseudo-triangle of Dxy and 7r-guards at reflex vertices are outward-facing. Finally, we show that the total number of guards is 2n -k. We use 2gl -3 guards on the boundary of the pseudo-triangle T1 corresponding to the root of Dxu, where gl is the number of vertices of T1. For all other Ti E Dxu with gi vertices, two guards out of the 2gi -3 are already counted on the boundary of the ancestor of Ti. (This can be easily checked for all possible mutual positions of two adjacent pseudotriangles: i.e., the common vertices are both corners, both reflex, or one is a corner and the other one is reflex.) Hence all three guard allocations use a total of
5p+2
= -~i=0 g/guards where p denotes the number of of pseudo-triangles, i.e., p = k-2.
P g Since n -2 ~i=1( i -2) = P = (~i=1//) -2p, we obtain 2n -2 -p = 2n -k guards in total.
[]
General 7r-guards
Following the structure of the previous section we first show how to guard a single pseudo-triangle with In/2] vertex 1r-guards and then generalize this approach to a special pseudo-triangulation of a simple polygon. One guard allocation uses a guard at the corner v of the mountain abv and outward-facing guards on the sub-chain by, combined with one guard at a and outward-facing guards along ~ monitoring avc. The other allocation uses a guard at the corner v of the mountain avc and outward-facing guards on the subchain VS, combined with one guard at a and outwardfacing guards along ab monitoring abv (see Fig. 7 ). The two allocations jointly use a total of ~ guards. Part of the relative interior of a side uv, u, v E bc U {b, c}, is visible from a. Denote by g(u) (resp., g(v)) the first vertex on ba (resp., ~d) visited by the geodesic path connecting u to a (resp., v to a). The ray ug(u) (resp., vg(v)) hits the polygonal chain connecting a and c at point h(u) (resp., h(v) on the polygonal chain connecting a and b). The segment uh(u) (resp., vh(v)) dissects abc into three pseudo-triangles T~, 
Guarding a pseudo-triangle

Guarding an art gallery
To establish the upper bound in the general model, we rely on a special pseudo-triangulation of P, which corresponds to the so-called pulling triangulation of convex polygons. A pulling pseudo-triangulation of a simple polygon is obtained by choosing (i.e., pulling) a convex vertex x and connecting it to all other convex vertices of P via geodesic paths (see Fig. 9 ). The pulling pseudo-triangulation has the special property that every pseudo-triangle T E Dxy, with the exception of the root, has at least one corner adjacent to its parent, i.e., at least one of the two vertices which T shares with its parent is a corner of T. ~'-guards at at most ½IS] vertices for each S E S. It follows that the total number of vertex ~'-guards will be at most Ln/2J. In order to define the partition S, consider an ordered pulling pseudo-triangulation Dxu. We assign a subset ST C VT to each pseudo-triangle T E Dxu such that S := {ST : T C Dxy} is a partition of Vp. Then we place vertex zr-guards at some vertices RT C ST.
The pseudo-triangles of Dzy are processed from bottom to top, that is, T E Dry is processed when all its descendants have already been processed. Processing T E D~y involves the following three tasks: Since none of the elements of KT is a vertex of any ancestor of T it follows that KT C ST has to hold. Furthermore, ST cannot contain vertices of T that have already been assigned to any of the previously processed pseudo-triangles, that is ST C KT. This implies that the set ST C S of vertices assigned to T has to be one of KT, KT U {a}, KT U {8}, and KT.
In order to ensure that T is guarded by the guards placed on its boundary, we establish the following invariant:
INVARIANT 4.1. For every v E VT \ KT (i.e., for every vertex v E VT that has previously been assigned to one of its ancestors), if v E RT, , T I < T (i.e., there is guard placed at v), then the guard at v -is outward-facing in T if v is a reflex vertex of T; -covers the angular domain ofv in T ifv is a corner
ofT.
Invariant 4.1 clearly holds as long as no pseudo-triangle has been processed, i.e., as long as no guard has been placed. In order to maintain this invariant while processing a pseudo-triangle T it is sufficient to respect the following two rules: (i) if a or s is in ST, then it is also in RT, and (ii) if s E ST (which implies s E RT) and s is reflex in T then the guard at s is outward-facing.
The following Lemma guarantees that we can process each pseudo-triangle T E Dxy while maintaining []
A Proof of Lemma 4.2
Before we begin the actual proof of Lemma 4.2 we formulate an additional Lemma which is a generalization of Proposition 3.2 as well, but slightly weaker than Lemma 4.2 itself. It will be used as a building block during the rest of this section. Proof.
(1) If ~ C LT and ~ C LT (i.e., KT is one of {y},{z}, and {y, z}) then one guard at x and outwardfacing guards along the chains ~ and ~ monitor T using no guard at KT. We may suppose w.l.o.g, that f is defined. If e is defined as well then we may also suppose that f is between Yi and x. The segment zjf dissects T into two pseudo-triangles xfzj and fyz as depicted in The segment av dissects the pseudo-triangle T = abc into two mountains abv and avc. We guard abv and arc by invoking Lemma A.1 with x = b and x = c respectively.
If abv or arc are handled by Lemma A.1 (1), i.e., {b}UbvUba C LT or {c} U~dU~ C LT, then no guard from KT is necessary to monitor abv or avc, respectively, and the guard allocation for T\abv or T\avc is therefore subsumed by Case A.
Otherwise we obtain the two guard allocations for T by combining the two pairs of guard allocations for abv and arc described by Lemma A.1 (2) or (3). Specifically, we combine allocation Ai (a) for abv and Aj (v) for avc, i,j E {2, 3}, and similarly allocation A~(v) for abv and Aj(a) for avc, i,j E {2,3}.
Both guard allocations place a ~'-guard at a and at v. Lemma A.1 (2) and (3) place only outward-facing It-guards at reflex vertices. Therefore, only the guard at v is not outward-facing with respect to T but it can always be oriented to be inward-facing. by an allocation that guards abv by also using the guard at a placed by the allocation Aj(___a) for arc, j • {2, 3}, and outward-facing 7r-guards at ab. This allocation uses at most a many guards as A2(v), since it does not place a guard at v • KT but places a guard at s instead.
Case C: T is not a mountain and there is no vertex in KT N bc visible from a.
Note that this case corresponds to Case 2 of the proof of Lemma 4.1. dj(g(v) ), i,j • {2,3}, and it guards auv by one guard at corner v and outward facing ~'-guards at C LT and VS. The second allocation guards bug (u) by Ai(g(u) ) and vcg(v) by Aj(v), i,j • {2,3}, and it guards auv by one guard at corner u and outward facing ~r-guards at ~ C LT and ~d.
Either allocation places guards at every vertex of ~U {u, v} and neither places a guard at a. Lemma A.1 (2) and (3) place only outward-facing 7r-guards at reflex vertices. Observe that only the guard at either v or u (at one corner of auv) is not outward-facing with respect to T, but it can always be oriented to be inward-facing. g(v) ) the first vertex on ba (resp., ~d) visited by the geodesic path connecting u to a (resp., v to a). Note that s E g(u)a U {g(u)}. The segments ug(u) and vg(v) dissect abc into two mountains bug(u) and cg(v)v, and a pseudo-triangle any (see Fig. 11 ). Note that bug(u) (resp., cg(v)v) can be empty if b --u (resp., c = v).
If bug(u) (resp., cg(v)v) is empty then we can simply remove it from all further consideration. If they are non-
